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THE STRUCTURE OF NARRATIVE RETELLING,

One basic functiOn of language is the communication of experience. We
,

IF

.

.
,:... .

,establish, a link to the people around us by sharing and evaluating the events

of our lives. As Nancy Martin writes:

Personal "stories" ace in fact the baSic fabric of chfldren's

c nrrsations, th9, means by which they enter into other people's=

xperiences, try them 6.for fit and advance into general.ideas.

t would seem likely that adults al-so do this, at we collectively

through anecdotes,,build up a shared 'representation of life, (1976,

p. 43)

A",

a es Britton suggests that narrative primarily develops as a social activity,

as bne of the ways people communicate with one another" (1970, v. 71).. Narra-

iive can also function 66 one of the ways of understanding experience. We

t11 people about the events of' our lives,not only to share, delight or bemoan
.

xperiences, but also to try to comprehend them through language. To put a

equence of evvts into-words.ls to come to.,,Ome sort of an understanding of

It is language used in the'role of sp4ctator (Britton, 1970), language

'uted not'toget something br achie e some goa;1, but rather used to evaluate

and interpret experience. It is tie language" f gossip and monologues, the

i

stories told 'at the end of the day rlith feet,vroped up and a drink in hand.

Just as we are narrati/e_produc'ng, we aik also narrative consuming. We

talk to one another about books, tele ision shows, movies, the ballet in the

same ways that we talk about our own e perienCes- You see a new movie. It

was good. It made you think. go you ell someone about it. Just as we use

narrative to share and.to,interpret exp Hence, we also retell narratives we

4
, have read or seen or- heard to share and o in-ferpret them.,

..A.narrative of'peronal experience is:a mapping of events, of experiences,

4 of memories of real( world happenings on,t a seqbence. of clauses. A narrative
-
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. . . . . f

cannot represent the events of realltlife exactly; of course. It cannot

include everything that happened or (all of the he remembered or Unremembered
.

details: There. is a necessary process of selection at work. Nirr)atdrs

select pa sequence of significant events Up include in a particular story, as
/

,

a representation of a particular experience. Seymour Chatmar (1975) argues

that: . . r
,

. f 1 ,
(- .. . a narrative--any narrative,' regardless of the style- -is

always a finite choice, represented by-a limited number. bf

discrete statememts among ..a Continuum of actions; no such chbice

can ever be totally flplete, since 'the numberof pgssible state,

ments of the large actldns."-keinfinite .1. . The author selects
.

those events which he 'feels' are sufficient-, elitit In the mind
I 1

of his audience this 'continuum.. (p, 305) , -
,

/ ...

If the original nprr.ati've is not an exact' representqn of reality but a
/

. ,.

selected
.

version, controlled and interpreted lay the narrator, then in a retel-

ling, a further process of selection takes place, as the reteller must' select
J '

IS,
from the. imited store of everts in the ',original story to retell the stlrito i -

,

others..
_

. 1 it

. .

.ir
Retellings of narratives have been widely psed in reseaYch to gather

G ,4. . tei..`,k 1

data about reading comprehension and.about\gOry recall (Goodman, 0 and-Burk ,

a / r
1973, Goodman, Y. 1971, Stein and Glenn, 1979, ,Thdrndike, 1977, ,Y1.1ndler and

, . ,fr

I.,
, C

Johnson, 1977, and Bower, 1976; amont others},. In thesp different studies, .

retellings are ma'pped'against the original story using a v/tor-y.outlin

I )
(Good-

( , 44.

man and Burke, 1973), propositional' analysis (Thorndike, 1977), or some a3the
.

analytic system. These approaches to* the analysis'ofnarrattve retelling must

assume that there' is no. process of selection in the'creation of a narrative

retelling 'comurble to ,the prOcess de,..scri,be,d: by Chatman: The mapping of the ,

. ,

.. ,,

content of a narrative retelling aqjitS,t the content -c'f'-the Original story

, .`. ,'9 ..- ,

'-
.,

.
f.

A
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equates comprehension of a story with recall of that story., the mote of the

original story that is recalled in the retelling, the better the comprehension

Ideal Comprehension; then, would be complete or perfectrecal1 of the original

t .

story, and there can be no process of select-,ion if the,
ientire story is

recalled. . .
.

. \ .. .

, .

. o

Thorndike (1977), for example, examined theeffect of plot structure otir

/*
recall of prose by preparing four versions of a single story, each(with

./ , ..

different amounts of'Earrative.structure as defined by a story .grammar (p. 83)
, .

There was a version with'normal story structure; one with the theme statement

moved fromthe.beginning'to the end Of the story. and theme-directing plot

structure removed, one with the theme statement removed entirely, and a

descriptive version with all teMporal sequencing removed. Thorndike had
.

subjects either
4

read,pr listen'to one version of and theri "tn write

the passage as close to verbatim as possible, exactly as it appeared in
. ,

wording and sentence order-6 (p. 80. Thorndike then segmented the original
no

stories andgthe retellings into prorOsitions, clauses on sentences 'Mich

contained action or stativeverb qp. 87). Retellihgs were scored for.the

number of propositions from..the original story that were included. Thorndike

found that the greater the amount of na?rative structure in the original story,

the greater the number of propositions recalled in there _elling (p)' 88).

The existence'orideotifiable organizational structure was found to be a
X'

signiffcantefactor for memory of n\rative discourse (p.-95)I Thorndike

as,sumes that the subjects were attempting verbatimreCall as instructed. If
.

they were not, if for example, these subj re selecting from the events.

in the,original'story to choose thoN events which they felt communicated the

point.of the story, then the existence of identiftable organizational structure
\,z_

may have affected how these stories were aderstood rather than how much_of
.

.

4

the stories were remembered.
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Labov and his associates have been eliciting narratives from subjects in order
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Retellings have,a1§O been studied by the sociolinguist William Labov.

td.tollect extended samples of relatively unmonitored speech. Labov haS

collaborated with several people to develop a distinct sociolinguistic, speech

act-based theory of narrative (Labov and Waletzky, 1967, Labov, 1972, Labov

and. Fanshel , 1977). 1

Labov defines narrative as one method of recapitulating past experience

mac,hinga verbal sequence of.claUSesto the sequenceof events which (it

is inferred) actually occurred" (1972, p. 359). While some narratives may

',,consist of a simple sequence of-narrative, clauses, the oral narratives which

Labov collected were typically more'developed, having some or'all of the ,

'following components: an abstract that encapsulates the point of the'story),

an orientation which may introduce the time, the setting, the main chai-aC-

ter(s1 And the situation, a series of Alicating actions, an. evaluative

section where the point of the story is comunicated,.a series of resolving
.

actions, and ,a coda which signals that' the -narrative is finished (p. 365).
,

It is the notion oteyaluaffoll that,thstinguishes Labdv's theory.,from other

linguistically-baed 'analyses of narrative. .Evalution can bethought of

most broadly, s all of the, various way's narrators communicatethe point A

their story to an audience.' Narrators evaluate stories to ward off,the

withering question "So what? Let me tell you what happened-to me!" ,by showing

that the events of \story are worth reporting (p, 366). EvalUatIon cap be

anything which.stands-out in a story from an explicit statement about the

poinof the story to a.tubtle transformation;of narrative syntax,which high-
,

.

lights 'pertain events, pointing to them as more important, more central than
z.

others., ,-

4 1",
Labov and hiS associates have also,asked informantS to giveJan accoUnt - ..

.
.

of -a favorite telellision:shoW, orA.recently seen cartoon. These "narratives

.
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.

. 1

of vicarious experience" as he has called them were typically like this

retelling of an'episode of "The Man from U.N.C.L.E." by a preadolescent Harlem

youth: ..;:
,

,
)

This kld-:-Napoleon got'shot

and he had to go on a mission.

And so this kid, he went with Solo.

So they went

and this guy--they went through thj,s window,

and they caught him.

And then he beat up them otherepeople.

And they went

and-then he said

!I.

that thiold lady was his. mother

and then he- =and at the end he say

that he was that gdy(slriend.1 (-1?7,Za, pA67) .t

Labov suggeststhat the meaningless and disoriented effect of this

'retelling, the sense of not knowing.what-is going-on or why it is going on is (/

because "none of the remarkable events that occur is evaluated" (p. 367). In

this retelling, there is no sense that any of these events is more important

ththi any other event, and.there is no sense of what the point of the.rptelling

i's. Most of the retellings that Labov has collected are unevaluated nara-

tivEts like the orie'just quoted, lacking a sense of what the significant events

of the story are and what the point of the story is (p_,367).

Evaluation is^orie of the ways the selection processofunCtions in narra-
.

'4 tive. NareatorE select certain events' in the story which ti)eNpecCeive as

central to the point' of the story and then emphasize those events by various

transformations of narlralive syntax tb communicate that point to others. By

suggeSting that,retellings are typically unevaluated, Labov fs suggesting

or
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that there is no selection process in retelling, that when retelling, the
,

narrator is trying to recall all the events he/she.can remember from a story.

tibov has' made acclaim about the typical structure of narrative retel- .

lings. It can:be confirmed or-dlsconfirmed empirically by examining-the-

. lstructure of other narrative retellings- If a significant number of other

. retellings,alne pointles disorganized, unevaluated narratives, it would

supArt the notion that retelling is a form of unstructured recall. If, how-
,

ever, retellings are typically evaluated stories, then it would suggest that.

in fact a process of selection does take place at least in some instances

during narrative retelling,
. ,.

. 4
The retellings .examined'here were collected as part of the evaluation _

materials for a curriculum development project completed by the English Depart-

ment at Michigan State University with a school 'district in southwestern

Michigan. The subjects were all white, sixth grade students from a semi -

rural environment. 'Fifty students were identified randomly and given a

Reading Miscue Inventory (RMI) at the beginning of the school year.and again

at the conclusion of the Nr. Ito stories were used, "The Runaway" by Warren
.

J. Na1,1)6urton and "The

.

Parsley Garden" both are stories aboutyoung boys in-,-
,v, f.-

troulyle who are struggling to find a role for themselves'in society. he

stories were extensively/edited and rewritten id tht they were the same

length with a similar narrative structure'and a similar readability.

The procedbres used for _data collection would appear to'have discouraged

evaluated retellihgs. The students were'lead out of their classroom by a

stranger, taken to a small' room and asked too read a story out loud after which

they were to tell theoresdarcher everything they could.remember about the

story., In:everydayconversation, narratives are told'for a variety of

reasons: to make a point, to communicate an ,experience to others, to enter-

tain, etc. These eleven and twelve year olds, however, were to retell a
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t, '1
story to a researcher who had just listened to them read it °wally: qhey

could not inform the researcher about the story; they could not reasonably'

expect to entertain he researcher; nor did they have to demonstrate that

the story was_in any y worth retelling. All they had to do was tell the

researcher everything they could remember.

In preparing this analysis, a random sample of twenty retellings, ten of

"The Runaway" and ten of "The Parsley Garden" was drawn from the larger

sample. The analysis of these retellings is in three parts. First the

various syntactic'features,of narrative which Labov has called "syntactic

evaluative devices" are inventoried. These devices can be identified

grammatically without reference'to the structure of the retelling. Next the

narrative structures found in these retellings are examined. Final3y, tRe

evaluation sections of the ten retellings of "The Parsley GaVen" are isolated

to determine what if, any points these students are making in their retellings.

r-
Syntactid Evaluative Devices

0

Lab& has argued that narrative syntax isTelatively simple; he suggests

that a narrative clause can be described. by an eight slot structure (1972, p.

376). Any transformation of or addition to that structure is unusual; hence .

it carries evaluative force (p. 378). Labov has classifi d the'ways narrators

manipulate narrative syntax into four major categories: in ensifiers,

ators, correlatives, and explicatives. Table 1 summarizes the evaluative

devicellfrom these categories which were found in the ten retelling's of "The

Rilnaway" and in the ten retellings of "The Parsley Garden."

(
Insert Table 1 about here.

Intensifiers are the simplest a..1 most straightforward evaluative device.

They do'not significantly alter narrative syntax, but select a particular ,
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ri
event and intensify It. Examples of intensifiers in the'retellings include

instances of expressive phonology: "Al, said, 'No-o-o'" (said with a suggv-

, tion,of insolence); quantifiers: "He didn't want the job at all"; lexicgl
7

Items: "Charlie told Larry, 'Chickens"; repetition: "(the policeman) Out of .. .

curiosity said, 'Halt! flalt!'"; and whi-exclamations: ."He-yelred, 'Hey!'"

Comparators- evaluate th event's of a narrative by comparifg events which

actually happened to events hich did nOt happen or events which Thld have
.)

happened or, might happen. mparators are the most frequently used devicettal

this sample. There are exarr les of imperatives: "And he said, 'Llook!-, Don't

turn me in to the police'".

you steal it?'"; negatives:

futures: "That he was .going

had to get up early the next

uestions: "And then Mr. Clemmer said, 'Why did

"And he didn't get to dance with her anymore";

to take him to the police"; quasimodals: "She

morning"; and or-clauses: "And they'd pay him a

dollar a day if he did that.

Correlatives evaluate e ents by bringing together two or more.events-

'-which could haVe happened sequentially so that they are understood as happening

simultaneously.: The.evaluat ve force of correlatives lies in the suspension

of action; the forward move t of-the narrative is suspended while simul-

taneous events are rey6rted. Most of the. correlatives found in the retellings,

are past progressives (be.. ) "Then Roger was smiling at Larry," although

there are also examples of double past progressives (double..r-ing): "And she.

seen Al working out in the ba k in the parsley garden, working on a bench,"
./

and right embedded-participle': "And he saw people nailing boxestogether."

Explicatives evaluate events with various subOrdidate clauses which

either qualify one event with' nother using conjunctions such as "when" or

"while" or which explain an eV nt b' referring:to another or to a state of

being using conjunctions such s since or because. In the retellings, simple .

qualifications: "So . . whe his mother went to bed, he just sat there"

'10
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and simple causations: "And he said no because he hated them both" are the

most frequently used.,

In addition to the devices found'in retellings, other devices--left

branching participles, nominalizations, and compound causations--appeared in

the original' stdries but not in the retellings. Conversely, external evalua-
.

tion.(the subject [taking an evaluative comment about 'the story such as "and

that's why, he was humiliated"), expressive phonology, repetition, and double

appositives appear in the retellings but are not found in the original stories.

These sixth graders use a full range of syntactic evaluative devices in their

retellingsbut they also use devices which were not used in the original

story while not using other devices which did appear in the original stories.-

Narrative Structure in Retellings

In the one hundred retellings reviewed for this paper there were three

examples of narratives which were similar to the retelling of an episode of

"The MantFrom U.N.C.L.E." quoted earlier, stories without orientations or.

codas that jump right into the middle of the 'action with a confused and

disorie4ing list of unevaluated events:

Ran away with some friends
A

and they hurt the.man in the store . .

and a . .. . police caught him .

(Cathy, "The Runaway ")

He stole a hammer..

-His mother had a garden.

He made a bench

The manager of the--the managerof the store was Mr. Clemmer.

He offered the- boy a jolir.

(



a.

can't think of anything :

(Dave, The Parsley Garden")

4Al's mom had gone.

And Al.stole a-hammer

and got caught.

Narrative Retelling/10

Aqd he bought the h . his mom bought the hammer

and he made a little bench.

(Rita, "The 'Parsley Garden")

Nonejof the events in these,three retellings are evaluated. Theis none of
. ,

the complexity of syntax, the modals, negatives or intensifiers found in

narratives of personalexperience. The action is unclear, the references

often confused. These are vicarious narratives as Labov disCusse6 them.

. It is remarkable, however, how few retellings are actually like Labov's

retellings. Even the. mOst minimal retellings normally take. the form of
.

'complicating action, evaluation, and resolving action:

C
FrThese boys went in'd store

L----and they got in a fight.

E- The cops were after themso they got in a 'rerry,boat.

And they took off

[
l

R and theccp-s caught Roger

And took him some place. ~

(Tim, ::The Runaway")

The first two'clauses of Tim's retelling form thedompycating action of his

narrative. The third claUse is the evaluation of .the narrative.? It suspends

-

the action by'explaining whys the boys were.on the ferry and separates the

complicating action from the resolving aciion. The fourth, fifth, and sixth

12

a,
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clauses are the resolution of the narrative. The boys take off, and the police

catch Roger. Tim's retelling loses most of the detail of the original story;

it is a summary,.almost an abstract. It is difficult tp tell what Tim feels

is the potnt of the story other than that the boys were being chased by the

police. Still, Tim's retelling is a fully-formed narrative. There is

complicating action, evaluation which suspends. -the action and separates

complication from resolution, and there is resolving action. Few of-the

*-
retellings are as simple as Tim's. Many are complu-awl skillfully structured,

utilizing a variety of evaluative' devices and embedded narrativesto create

sophisticated stories; Most, however, fall between these extremes. They have

a clear narrative structure., which simplifies the original story but which

also uses a limited range of evaluative devices to communicate a clear point

about that story.

4ie narrative structure of the retellins will be examinedin'two parts:

first the transitional components, abstracts, orientations, and codas which

are all optional, and then the cycle of complicating action, evaluation, and

resolving action which must app r if a narrative'is to be fully-formed in

Labov's sense.

Abstracts, Orientations,and Codas'in Narrative Ret llings

Abstracts, orientations, and codas can be s n as transitional components
r,

r

in narrative. They function primarilorto establish and to maintain the .

channel of oR.OetWeen a speaker and a listener. The abstract

ilorients the listen to the .fact that a narrative is-about tcr begin by encap-

sulating the point of the story; the orientation establishes the time, place,

characters and setting; and the coda signals that the narrative is finished.
-

Table 2 summarizes the orientations and-codas found.in the twenty

retellings examined earlier.

13
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Insert Table 2 about here.

4
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All twenty retellings have either an orientation, a coda, or both. Some ,

transitional components are'quite simple:

There were these the boys

and they weren't very good.

(Orientation used by :Leslie, "The,Runawayn>

That's all 4 remember.

(Coda used by a number of subjects) A:

4 4

Other orientations and codas are complex character sketches or poignant final

image's of a boy fiddi g himself in a difficult world:
f---' 't;),

This boy Al--they, d pdrsley garden

and one day he was sittfngi.by' -garden
7

he was eating parsley

and he wanted,

if he had time,-he wanted to make something out of some old

box wood and with his nails

but he didn't have a-hammel-

and somehbw he wanted to get the hammer.

(Orientation used by "The Parsley Garden")

And Al at outside, sittinglon the bench that he made with

the& hammer and nailsand that box that he got.

'(Coda used by Don, The Parsley Garden")

Orientations and codas are optional features of narrative. Qven when

o they do not occur, listeners understand that an utterance is a narrative.

Orientations and codas are, hoWever, typical features of narratives. From an

A

early age we hear stories thatopen with 'Once upon a time' and that close

1 14
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with "The end." These sixth graders knew how narratives, erecsupposed to

begin and end, aild this knowledge is reflected in their retellings.

Complication: Evaluation and Resolution in Narrative Retellings -I.

While most retellings have either an orientation, a coda or both, all of .

the retellings examihedi(except for those quoted earlier which are4completeTy

devoid of evaluation and evaluative devicesrhave a sequence of complicating

action, evaluation and resolving action. It is possible to find uneval ated

itretellings. It does not seem possible to find retellings where eval ti

appears randomly or unsystematically. Evaluative devices may appea in_a

variety of positions. in a narrative, in the abstract, orientation or coda; in

the evaluation section of embedded narratives, even in the action near the

central evaluation of the 'story. But regardless of where else, it appears,
44.

evaluation and evaluative devices always separate the-complicating action

from the resolving action. tf narrative retelling was a form of unstructured

recall, then at least some subjects Would include the orientatThn of a story;

or the coda of a story in their retelling while retelling the body of the.

story as a series of unevaluated events,, but it never happens. Evaluation, , 3

,-.;.:. .

when it appears, is always systematics'

,Louise's retelling of "The Parsley Garden" is a representative

retelling. It is not as simple as Tim's ortas complex as others.. There is a

single cycle of complicating action, evaluation, and resolving action, and no

embedded narratives( Louise begins her retelling with an orientation in the

first two clauses. The orientation introduces_ the maim character (Al) and

the behavioral situation, (he wanted e.hammer).
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1 Okay, Al stole a . . or he didn't have any money tp . .

2 and he wanted a hammer.

3 sb he went to the store

'4 and he took the hammer.

5 And then a guy cipht him

p

6 and he turned him into the manager.

,7 And the manager was. going-toturn him over to the polke.!

8 And . . : they, guy : . . or, Mr. . . Okay, and then-they

. -

were going to tuft, him over to the police

9 and he'didn't want them to.

?
10 And he worked for an hour

11 and.they gave him the hammer.

1? But he ,kept on working.

^ 4 7
13 And they wanted him to stay for the Aob.

149 But he didn't. He didn't cause he hated them both.

(Louise, ',"The Pars3ey Garden")

There is one evaluative device, a.negative: "Al didn't have any money."

Louise tries to begin her story with action, with Al stealing the liaMmer, but

she realizes that this action can be misinterp4ted so snwinterupts herself

to explain why Al stole-the hammer, because he didn't have any money. Being

poor though, does not justify stealing a hammer so she interrupts herself again

to explain that he wanted a hammer. The point that Louise is making here is

that Al had a reasonfor taking the hammer. Al wasn't a shiftless juvenile

delinquent; he wasn't stealing for a thril cause he was bored. He needed

ahammer and being poor; stealing was the only way tecould get it. Al had a

reasonable need for the hammer, and reasonable needs should be met if possible.

16
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The complicating:aCtion of Louise's ne
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rative in clauses three through

01 focus on the stealing of the hammer. Al goes to the store', takes the

hammer , and gets caught. The evaluation section, in clauses seven through

nine, is th4 confrontation between Al and the manager of, the' store after Al
i..

.
. .,,...

was caught. There.are three evalUative devi e: two past progressiyes and a

negative. This scene is central to the stor and appears in most .of the
.

rtellings:, All of the major themes of the tory are found in the dialogue

between Al and the manager, and the conflict,6f.the story i s established. Al
4

wants to be a responsible person, but, when he stedlis-the hammer and is caught,

he gives up any claim to that role as the manager demonstrates by systematically

stripping-Al of all his dignity:

Al hadstood there for fifteen minutes before the man looked at him again.

"Well?"'

"I didn't mean to steal it. I just need it, and I haven't any money,"

",,Just because you-haven't got any money doesn't mean yop've got a right

9 to steal things does it?"

"No, sir,".A1 replied;

"Well, what'am I going to 'do with you? Turn y over to the police ?"

Al didn't say anything, but he certainly didn't Want to be turned_over to .

the police.

9//''If I'let you go will you promise'never t- steal" from this store again?"
1

"Yes,- sir."

"All, right." The man shrugged with resigqtion. °Go out this way and

don't come back'until you have some money to spend."

("The ,Parsley Garden ")

.

The importance'of this passage 'is reflected in the large number of evaluative

devices that are used, twenty-seven in seventeen clauSes, almost twice the

average density of evaluation in the story. Louise eliminates almost all of

L
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the detail from her retelling of the- scene to focus on the fact that the man

. was thinking about turning Al over to the,olice, and Al doesn't want him to.
.4

Louise is presenting her major point here: stealinOs wrong. Jf 'yau.steal

you should be'pvished, sent to the police. The disorientation she has in the

4 Middle of the. section "and : they, guy . . . or Mr. .,. .", seems to be an

attempt to include other material from the.original scene, but she is unable

tdiointegrate this material with her major poirit so she drops it. When asked

by the researchers why she thought the author wrote the story, Louise responded:
, .

you shouldn't,you shouldn't take stuff even though you don't have any

limey or whatever," echoing the two points she made in he.T. eval4tion and

orientation, that stealirig is wrong even when you have a reasonable need

a hammer but no money.

'The resolving action of Louise's retelling clausesften through thirteen

. presents what happened after'Al's confrontation with the manager. He goes
t ,

back tpe next day and works at ti4e store. After,an,hour, they give him the

hammer-, but he keeps on working. Then, at the end of the day, they. try to
,

give him a job-which brings Louise to her coda in the final clause of the

retelling:

. But he didn't (take e job). He didn't,cause he hated them both.

(Louise, "The Parsley Garden")

There are four evaluative -devices here,wo negatives, a causative and the

repetition ofthe negatiVes which adds extra emphasis here rather than

reKienting the-narrative as'it did in the evaluationsec,tion. In her coda,

Louise presents her third point: Al wants to be a responsible person. Al is

a youth struggling to find a place for himself in society. The men in the
. q.* :

store, however, treat Al like an irresponsible child. They make him,waft.

They destroy his logic. But Al proveS them wrong. He goes back, works all
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, day and,then turns down their offer of a Job, taking only a hammer., Children

have very Tittle control of their lives; they are dependent on otherS for

food and shelter. One of the few ways Al can assert that he is a responsible

person is by exercising. freedom of choice, ire to take something from
..

people he doesn't like.

A

Louise's simple narrative may not be too clear.. She is.not a strong

reader, and the evidence from the story to support the three points she makes

is not presented with particular skill. Louise's retelling, however, is noi

an unevaluated list of events like the retelling of "The Man From'b.N.C--.L.E.".

quoted'earlier. It is,-rather, a fully formed narrative with all of the

.components you would expect to.find in such a- nacrative.

1( .
, r

The Points Made in Retellings of,"The Parsley Garden"

The'points which are made\ in narrative retellings can also be examined,

Oy isolating the evaluation sectio s. of the retellings from the rest of the

narratives. Of the ten retellings of The Parsley Garden," seven, k

Leslie's, have a single sequence of complicating action, evaluation,

resolving action. Three, however,,have two independent sequences of compli-

cating action-, evaluation and resolving action. This means that there are

thirteen evaluation sections in these 'retellin of "the Parsley Garden"Lwtsmi
;-

the students should 'be focusing on what they feel are th'rEekral events of the

) story to present what they feel is the point or point* of the story they have

jiist read. These sections have been extracted from the retellings for comparison:

.And,he didn't have a good night, because he was thinking about Ups.

(Betty)

1

Al was waiting there for a few minutes; 'tit the manager said something,

,,that he was going to take hi'm to the police. -

But 41 didn't say nuthin.,

(Billy) .

19
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The manager, said, told him if he'd like him to call the police?

And Al didn't say anything.

Then thp.. guy told him he would .let him g

(Don)

And she said, "I don't want you to steal anymore."

(Darrell)

And then Al had to wait for fifteen minutes.

And then the manager finally asked him if he was going to steal from the

store any more.°

Al said, "No-o-o."

***

And h
/
e didn't take it.

He didn't want iIp
1 4

He didn't want a job there.

CElliotl -

1r

- But he-didn't gets much sleep that night because he was thinking. about

what hippened.
I

(Leslie)

And the manager wawgping to turn him oVer to the police

and . . . the,,g4y . or, Mi.': . . . Okay.
P2k I

And then they-wei7e going to turn 1.1m over to the police

and he didn't want them to.

(Louise}

He didn't sleep much.,

(Micky)

'20
4)
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.

So she was going to give hiM some money to go back and buy it

-but' he didn't want to

* * *

G

but he didn't want to take the money bec.ause'he didn't like the two men.. ,

. ,.. .0, .

(Sally) I ,

And hq said, "Look! Don't turn me in to the police!".

* * *
I

-

And,he'didl't take it (the job).
2

(Terry) 04

Five of thes.6 evaluations are from the conversationbefWeen Al and the manager,

at the store. They make the point that, stealing is wrong and that Al wants to

be a responsible person. Three of the evaluations focus on the, fact that Al

didn't get much sleep ..that night, two IA the c8nversation between Al and his

mother, and three on Al's refusal of the job. Each of these makes the point

in a sifferent way that Al wants to be a responsible person. These thirteen

evA ation sections represent only four,differ'en1 'scenes from the original

story.and jUst two general points: Al wants to be a responsible person and

stealing-is wrong. In these retellings of "The Parsley Garden,'"a narrow.
.

. .

x

range of events are selected for eiialuation i to put forward a small number of
, . .

points. Retellers generall agreCabout the point or points a story makes.
.1(

There is-a good deal of variation, however, in the amount of evidence used to

highlight and emphasize the evaluation sections:

Rosenblatt has argued that reading should he.viewedas a transaction

between a reader and a text (1979). Retellings come out of that transaction

and both the text, and the reader contribute. In the limfted number of events

that readers evaluate intheir retellings, and inothe limited number of points

that they 'make in those evaluation sections; we see the, contribution of the
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. . .

: text; in,the range of idetail and in the evaluative devices the retellers'
7 .

.
.

.

select to suppor those points and to evalua4 thbse events, we see the

contribution of the reader. In thisysense,raretelling properly examined is
.

a window into the transaction of'r;eading.

t..

Conclusion

Labov's observations about the nature of the retellings do not generalize
. AP 0

to the retellings examined here. A retelling of 4:story is not an ,attempt at
6

verbatim recall, rather it is an attempt to communicate am under:standing of a

story by selecting, organizing and emphasizing certain events from the story'

while ignoripg others. This conclusion is supported by four observations

about the retellings "xkined here:

- 1. These retellings contained a complete range of the syntactic evalua-

tive devices that
$
LabOy haiidentified in narratiUs of personal

' experience.

0 , .j.
2. T ese retellings had the same narrative s'tructure that Labov has,.

identified. in narrativesa persor4iexperience.

3. The syntactic evaluative devices wich appeared in retellings were
, .

sometimes in'the orientation section, sometimes in oda, and some-
.

times in.embedded narratives, but -they always appeared in the evaluation

section of the narrative, separating the complicating action from the

resolving action.

4. The evaluation section(s) of the,retellings presented what these.
sixthgrade students felt was the point'(or'points) of the story they

had just read.

r

There is, of course, no way of knowing why Labov's subjects did not

evaluate their retellings. It could be because the'original narratives were

:

A

fv
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television shows or cartoons. It could also be due to a particular style of

retelling used by black.innes-city youth .as suggested by Watson-(1971). It

is also possible, however, that the retellings Labov examined`were unevaluated

because his subject's did .not perceive a pint to theetelevision show thby had
If

.

just watched(or perhaps begause there was no point), and hence they had noir
.

pofilt'to Communicate in their retelling. The pre- adolescents examined here
--)

./
froth a semi-rural area in southwestern Mighigan were reading.stokies about

children approximately their own age who were'experiencing common pre-

adolescent problems: conflict with authority.and the. process of establishing"^

oneself as an adult. Labov's' fubjects, on the other hand, were watching shows

'such as "The Man From U.N.C.L.E!' which were probably very far from the

interests and experiences of'pre-adolescent Harlem yoIth. The pointlessness

of their-retellings may have reflected their understanding or lack of under-
.

standing of the original narratives more than anything else.

The prvess selecting and evaluating events to show the point of a

story, functions in retellings in the same way that it functions in narratives

of personal experience. The assumption underlying different analyses of,

retellings in studies of reading comprehension and story-recall, that i'etel-/

linqs are a form of unstructured recall, a process of trying to remember

every de'5ail possible from a story aiming at perfect recall cannot be

supported. The real evidence'of reading comprehension in a retelling.lies

not so much in what is recalled as in how it is'recalled. It of course

follows from this argument that the more complex our understanding of 6 story

Wye just read, the more complex the narrative will be that we create an

retellings and'the more narrativ detajls there will be that can be inc,uded

in the retelling. Thus story clutlinet' and propositional analyses will provide

indirect measuref of comprehension. Yet no refinement of the method of

mapping retellings against original stories can substantially alter its

23
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ability to measure comprehension because it is measuring only the contri-

bution of the text to the transaction of reading and not the contribution of

the reader.

SignificantlY, other researchers have also made this Ooipt. Harste and

tarey (1979) argue that a retelling is a re-sillt of 4 semantic transaction'

between the reader and the text dhd that what distinguishes retellings are

not their similarities with the original texts but their enormous differences .

(p. 17). Smith (1979) lias suggested that the analysis of" retelling should

focus on "the reiper,as author of 'his Zwrersion of the content (of Al

ry text)" (p. 90).

, 'If the study of retellings is to contribute significantly to our under-
.

standing of how readers comprehend texts, then we must develop Nw ways of

analyzing,retellings which take into account both the reader's tontriblion
.

and the contribution of the original text. We must,be able.to-Atermine 6oth

what is remembered and how it is organize and presented. The approach

taken here, of analyzing the evaluative components of a Tetelligg affers a
It

great deal of "pr omise. Yet this is only one-approach: Harste' and Carey
-

(1979) and. Smith (1979) offer different approaches. There is no way to know

..at this point which will be the most productive. If, however, we, continue`
A

to map events and characters found in those retellings ligainst original

stories without considering how those events and characters are structured in ^N
%%.,

the retold narrative, we will continue to miss the most important insights
a

retelling's have to offer.



FOOTNOTES
A

The research reported here is dawn from` my dissertation, The Evaluation

of Narrative Retellings by Sixth Grade Students completed al Michigan State

University mnder"the direction of "James Stalker in August 1980. I am.04

indebted to Cindy Selfe for reading commen ing.on.an earlier draft of the

paper.

.

1,

Retellings are present d here in a'style developed by'Labov and

4\6
. -

, Waletzky (1967). Each independ t clause,along with any subordinate clauses
.

. \ .
. .

is placed on a single line. -6In addition, conjoined verb phrases which are

temporally ordered are also separated and placed on separate lines. A

sentence such as "He ran and then walked and then crawled" has three sequent

tial actipns and would be treated as three narrative clauses.- The narrative

structure of the retellings is sketched to the left of the narrative 1n an

informal tree structure. The labels in the structure are: .0=orientation,

C=complicating action, E=evaluation, R=resolving action, and c=coda.

25
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'DEVICEt

4 TABLE 1-

0

Evaluative devices in original

stories and in retelliNs.

Intensifiers:

e

Gestures
Czt,

lExPressive Phonology

'Quantifiers

Itlepetition

Ritual Utterances

Lexicii Items

jitorelrounding

Wh-Exclamation's

TOTAL

Comparatives:

Imperatives

Questions

Negatives

}utures

Modals

Quasimodals

. Or-clauses

tomparators

TOTAL

The Runaway "_

Retellings
_T = 186

.o

;

"Zile Parsley Garden"

Retellings
T = 280

4

15 4 1.

2

4

'1

27

3

2

2

5

0

0

23

2
\
8

0

18

,

2

0

.7

0 co.

1 40

\
33

.

14

40

6

9 41,

° 6

YL,

5

0

73

'



TABLE 1 (cont.).,

DEVICES

- "The Runaway"

Retellings
T = 186

Correlatives:

Be...ing

Double...ing

Double Appositives

Double Attributives

18

1 l A

0

0

: Participle Right 1

Participle Left 0

Nominalizations 0

TOTAL 20

Simple Qualification '5

Simple Causation 6

Complex Qualification 0

!Complex Causation 0

Compound Qualification 0

Compound Causation 0

. TOTAL 11

_TOTAL - 81

"The Parsley Garden"
Retellings
I = 280'

8

3

1

6

0

0

18

6

12

154



TABLE 2

Orientations and codasfound in the retellings

of "The Parsley Garden" and "The Runaway."

c

.

. Ile Retellings with orientations and codas

Retellings with an orientation but no coda

Retellings with no4orientation but with a coda

r Retellings with no orientation and no coda

"The

Runaway"
The Parsley
Garden"

9 4

1 3

0 3

0 0
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